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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

CAMEO, in partnership with Intuit, convened stakeholders, organizers and influencers for a Symposium to share insights, 

incubate new ideas, and kickstart collaborations with respect to Self Employed Entrepreneurs, the New Era Workforce.  

 

Cassie Divine, Director of Operations at Intuit for QuickBooks Self-Employed, opened the day stating clearly that the world has 

been built for the steady paycheck, but the world is changing. Claudia Viek, CEO of CAMEO, laid out a vision of people thriving 

and building value for themselves and their communities in the new landscape of work – a future where they are as influential as 

mega corporations in influencing the economy.  

 

The first part of the day focused on the current landscape. Participants were offered updates from the latest overarching data 

and trends research. What is known now, and what additional research is needed? Then a panel of independent workers and 

entrepreneurs shared their specific stories, offering insights into their triumphs and challenges, gathering a feeling of their 

realities.  

 

The second part of the day explored solutions. Marco Zappacosta, CEO of Thumbtack, offered overarching insights to set the 

context, and Dan Beam presented a model of “Thriving in the New Era” to put together a picture of what exists, and understand 

how different solutions fit, engage, and work together to support people. Eight representatives from organizations working in 

different areas gave 5 minute talks about their solutions. Then everyone worked in breakout groups to identify more solutions – 

exploring challenges, opportunities, and ideas, and presenting them back to the group. Claudia closed the day with inspiration, 

thanks and anticipation of more collaboration as the space evolves.  

 

Directly after the Symposium, CAMEO convened a small group of “Trailblazers” including CAMEO board members and industry 

contacts to think about role options for CAMEO. This group reflected on the day and discussed opportunities CAMEO might 

embrace. What should CAMEO consider doing? Not doing? What’s shifting in the world today, what’s CAMEO’s best role, and 

how will CAMEO thrive as an organization? The Symposium and Trailblazers session will lead in to the CAMEO 2017 board 

strategy session.  

 

This report captures the agenda of the Symposium, and the content and results of the afternoon and evening sections facilitated 

by Dan and Lily, from BEAM, inc.  
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2. SYMPOSIUM 
 

• Symposium Agenda 

• Thriving in the New Era 

• Presenting Solutions: The Entrepreneurial Ecosystem  

• Challenges, Opportunities, Ideas: Breakout Groups 
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SYMPOSIUM AGENDA  

• 9:00 - 9:30am - Check-in and Networking   

• 9:45 – 9:55am - Welcome 

• Cassie Divine, Director of Operations, QuickBooks Self-Employed, Intuit 

• Claudia Viek, CEO CAMEO  

• 9:55 – 10:55am Setting the Tone (Data, Trends, and Opportunities) – Lightly moderated by Steve King 

• Marysol McGee, Senior Analyst, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve, Consumer and Community Affairs Division 

• Steve King, Partner, Emergent Research 

• Michael McGeary, Head of Policy, Upwork 

• 10:55 -11:45 Entrepreneur Panel: 5 minutes each then discussion – Moderated by Eri Gentry 

• Intro by Eri Gentry, Research Manager for the Technology Horizons Program, Institute For The Future  

• Josh Garber, lawyer, UpCounsel 

• Victor Sandifer, owner of Run the World Clothing, uses Lyft 

• Terra Williams, owner of Duet Vintage, uses Etsy 

• Brianna Williams, owner of Catrina’s Popcorn and 3 other business 

• 11:45 – 12:00pm Claudia will facilitate Q&A discussion 

• 12:00 pm – 1:25 pm - Lunch & Marco Zappacosta, CEO and Founder, Thumbtack  

• 1:25 – 1:35 Dan Beam, BEAM, Inc. facilitates: Presents Thriving Model and goes over afternoon agenda 

• 1:35 – 2:35pm Presenting solutions: The Entrepreneurial Ecosystem: Coaching, Capital, Connection to Markets, Climate/Policy 

• Coaching:  

• Rani Langer-Croager, founder of Uptima Business Bootcamp  

• Lindsey Crumbaugh, Managing Director, Samaschool 

• Naldo Peliks, Chief Operations Officer, Centro Community Partners  

• Capital 

• Daniel Fernandez, Director of Microlending – Southern CA, Opportunity Fund 

• Loren Alusic, State and Local Government Relations Manger, Intuit 

• Connections:  

• Neal Gorenflo, co-founder and Executive Director, Shareable  

• Climate/Policies 

• Eri Gentry, Research Manager for the Technology Horizons Program, Institute For The Future  

• Libby Reder, Fellow, Aspen Institute Future of Work Initiative 

• 2:35 – 3:20pm Breakout groups brainstorm new practical solutions and policies and report back 

• 3:20-3:40 Dan Beam and Claudia Viek wrap up the day 

• 3:40-4:30 networking, break 

• 4:30-6:00 Trailblazer group convenes 

CAMEO coordinated a full day of information, painting a picture of the current landscape for independent workers and exploring 

current and future solutions. The BEAM team facilitated the afternoon speakers, breakouts, and the post-Symposium Trailblazer 

group session.  
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THRIVING IN THE NEW ERA 
Dan introduced the “Thriving in the New Era” model with this quote: 

  

 “For the first time—literally—substantial and rapidly growing numbers of people have choices. For the first time, they will 

 have to manage themselves. And society is totally unprepared for it.”   —Peter Drucker 

 

The most important part of this landscape is the individual person trying to make a life and livelihood that feels great to them. How 

do they navigate their own (and their communities’) interests, needs, contexts, skills, obligations, desires and dreams? People use 

their personal agency and personal capabilities to assess the work options available, in context of their own value equation. Many 

people in the independent work landscape are choosing a new livelihood mix, and society is not set up to support it.  

 

Innovative organizations can help the “self-employed workforce” by developing new solutions to the unbundled services, 

supporting people’s development of personal agency and capabilities, and passing new policies that change the work options and 

choices, helping people create a livelihood mix that truly works for them. 
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THRIVING IN THE NEW ERA 
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THRIVING IN THE NEW ERA 

Company Job Bundled 

• Exempt – 

Professional & 

managerial 

• Non-exempt – full 

time & part time 

• Structured work, 

services, experiences, 

protections, benefits, 

retirement, etc. (full or 

partial) 

Independent 

“Contractors”              

Unbundled 

• Vendors 

• Freelancers 

• On-demand platform 

• Seasonal workers 

• Finance, taxes 

• Benefits 

• Equipment/facilities 

• Project discovery 

• Training/learning 

• Scheduling/organizing 

• Identity 

• Community/colleagues 

Independent Entrepreneurs 

Build Organization –  

• To last 

• To sell 

• Debt 

• Equity 

• Legal 

• Capitalization 

Benefit Factors 

Tangible: 

• $ 

• Schedule 

• Time 

– Short 

– Long 

• Skills fit 

 

Intangible: 

• Freedom 

• Flexibility 

• Easy  

• Delight 

• Environment 

• Capabilities 

• Identity 

• Risk 

• Growth 

 

Value = 
Benefit 

–––––––– 
Price 

Price Factors 

• Investment 

• Resources 

• Trade-offs 

Part 

Time Contractor 

Entrepreneur 

WORK OPTIONS… WORK CHOICE… LIVELIHOOD M IX… 

E X T E R N A L C O N T E X T : • E n v i r o n m e n t  • E c o n o m y  • C u l t u r e / V a l u e s  • Te c h n o l o g y  • G l o b a l i z a t i o n  • P o l i c y 

T r e n d s  &  C h a n g e s … C o n t i n u a l  G a t h e r i n g  o f  I n s i g h t s 

Legal 

Classifications 
Support 

Structure 

Full 

Time 

I choose 

my life & 

livelihood 

––– 

Freedom 

• Mindset 

• Skillset 

• Adaptive 

learning 

• Grit & 

resilience 

• Creativity 
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PRESENTING SOLUTIONS 

Dan introduced each of the following 8 speakers for their 5 minute “Ignite” presentation on their organization and what kind of 

solution they are offering or developing. He explained the “4 C’s” of the Entrepreneurial Ecosystem: Coaching, Capital, 

Connections, and Climate/Policies, a way to categorize the different approaches to innovative work in the New Era Workforce.  

• Coaching 

• Rani Langer-Croager, founder of Uptima Business Bootcamp  

• Lindsey Crumbaugh, Managing Director, Samaschool 

• Naldo Peliks, Chief Operations Officer, Centro Community Partners  

• Capital 

• Daniel Fernandez, Director of Microlending – Southern CA, Opportunity Fund 

• Loren Alusic, State and Local Government Relations Manger, Intuit 

• Connections:  

• Neal Gorenflo, co-founder and Executive Director, Shareable  

• Climate/Policies 

• Eri Gentry, Research Manager for the Technology Horizons Program, Institute For The Future  

• Libby Reder, Fellow, Aspen Institute Future of Work Initiative 
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PRESENTING SOLUTIONS 
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CHALLENGES, OPPORTUNITIES, IDEAS 

Breakout groups discussed challenges, opportunities, and ideas for new possible solutions and policies.  
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Breakout groups wrote ideas on post its and each group reported out, sorting them generally into the 4 “C’s”.  

CHALLENGES, OPPORTUNITIES, IDEAS 
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Climate/Policies Connections 

PORTABLE BENEFITS 

• Social safety net 

• More data, more stories to promote portable benefit policies 

• Thinking of benefits as a safety net – portable benefits 

PORTABLE IDENTITY 

• Cross-platform credentials 

• Portable identity 

• Universal portfolio/credential 

• A service that scrapes together all the reviews/presence across platforms 

ALIGN INSTITUTIONS 

• Align gov’t controlled “things” like taxes, student loans and disability for gig economy 

(if good month lose disability, if bad, SOL) 

• 1099 monthly instead of annually 

• Accept 1099 as proof of income 

• Legislation to require landlords/banks/ etc to accept 1099s as proof of income 

TOOLS & INFO 

• Platforms provide financial consulting and IRA options 

• Platforms provide financial capability tools for users – taxes, etc, being S-E 

• Platforms provide 1099s and withholding 

• Platforms adopt care.com model, contribute $ to HAS-type fund 

OTHER 

• Legislation to regulate fee increases to freelancers on platforms 

• Update labor code and business regulations to reflect the fluidity of work & location 

• Ease the process for exchanging value (ie: bartering) 

• Affordable housing 

• What are we using gig economy for? (happiness) 

• Address systemic issues 

• Transparency in lending cost, call for principles-based lending 

• Pricing mismatch 

• Differentiate policies for many different groups 

• Lower interest rates on student loans 

• Allow people with student loans to declare bankruptcy 

• Better support for cooperative economy 

FREELANCER UNION 

• Platforms inform freelancers about freelancer 

unions 

• Collective bargaining organization (like unions) 

• Labor union 2.0 for the self-employed 

(memberships) 

NETWORKS / CO-OPS 

• Super Network – A CAMEO co-op? 

• Cooperatives to help share burdens) 

accounting, insurance, etc.) – Can policy play a 

role? 

• Identify skills and networks – connect across 

TRANSPARENCY & CONSUMER CONNECTION 

• More transparency to consumer – reveal some 

level of overall benefit to society 

• Can the consumer choose how they want to 

support the local economy though the platform? 

• Platforms to help consumers “connect” more 

with suppliers so relations are more successful 

or personal – allow for clientele to expand 

• Platforms should show their values, 

transparency for workers and customers 

OTHER 

• Language, ability barriers, platform can connect 

to clients across language, connect people with 

disabilities to opportunities 

• Incentives to re-locate to less urban areas via 

access to digital economy 

 

 

CHALLENGES, OPPORTUNITIES, IDEAS 
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Capital Coaching 

• Transparency and clarity on lending 

cost, principles-based 

• Call for principles-based lending 

• Targeted incentives that are related to 

individuals attempting to work in 

platform economy where there is a 

double or triple bottom line.  

• Intuit putting CDFIs on their list as 

resource 

• Venture capital in platforms are driving 

growth in transactions at cost of living 

wage for some workers 

• CRA credit banks to support TA, 

workforce development 

• Disaggregated users, more clarity, 

supplement, long-term 

TRAINING and TA 

• Hard and soft skills 

• Invest more in scale TA & coaching: gov’t, CSR/corporations, foundations. 

• Education: teaching financial literacy, campaign for entrepreneurial skills (by gov’t or platform) 
– people don’t know what they don’t know. 

• Education – entrepreneurs who haven’t had jobs, fluidity in training to meet economy needs, 

upskilling opportunity with platform partnerships 

• Opportunity for platforms to play an upskilling process, open door to other opportunities – 

partner with orgs that can help with that. 

• Concern about people who are going into entrepreneurship without having held a job 

• Financial capabilities & knowledge – “Finbit” & “dashboard” for gig workers 

• Integrate internships and entrepreneurship training in high school 

• Develop training for workers-owned platform creation 

• Train/educate about co-owned, worked-owned, structure options 

• How do we get the training to meet the economy needs? 
• We’re making the assumption that I go to a platform job and that’s where I stay, but there’s 

fluidity – how do we ensure skill sets remain current? 

• Platforms assisting users (suppliers) to improve skills, access tools  technical assistance.  

• “Soft” skills technical assistance e.g. communications to make more marketable in any field 

Ideas that transcend the “C’s” 

LANGUAGE / PERCEPTION / MINDSET 

• Change the perception of the space – not “alternative”! 

• Change terminology and language in this space overall 

• Change perception of space – acknowledge reality that job growth is here (in this space) and realize 

that education / training polices should be updated to support continued growth 

• Mindset shift – class consciousness, independent vs collective 

DATA  

• Data Data Data 

• Data collection and re-defining labor market tracking & terminology 

• More research on who was not success in the gig economy and why 

• More data on unsuccessful gig workers 

• Better data – market segments, race, etc. 

CHALLENGES, OPPORTUNITIES, IDEAS 
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Dan asked the group to share closing reflections on the day and thoughts on the overall landscape of the New Era Workforce.  

CHALLENGES, OPPORTUNITIES, IDEAS 
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3. TRAILBLAZERS SESSION 
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TRAILBLAZERS SESSION 
The Trailblazers group gathered after the Symposium to discuss possible new roles for CAMEO in the landscape of the New Era 

Workforce. The group reflected on the brainstorm ideas from the symposium, added new ones, and started to draw conclusions on 

what roles CAMEO might want to take on, and which areas CAMEO shouldn’t own. The following are ideas and recommendations 

for CAMEO to consider in developing their future business model.  
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TRAILBLAZERS SESSION 
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TRAILBLAZERS SESSION 
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TRAILBLAZERS SESSION 


